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Our flagship grinding machine

Newly developed products are always subject to 

intense scrutiny. That was certainly the case when 

we launched the Multigrind® CB. We didn’t simply 

want to roll out yet another grinding machine – we 

wanted to introduce the world to the next step in 

grinding technology.

Worth the effort

The Multigrind® CB grinding center features five 

axes for significantly improved precision, flexibility 

and productivity. If you’re serious about your grind-

ing technology, you can’t look past this impressive 

machine. The CB leads the way when it comes to 

the production of high-quality workpieces. The 

workpieces it produces are highly prized in the 

medical engineering and aerospace industries, as 

well as by manufacturers of machining tools and 

gear cutting technology companies.

Performance never looked so good

The CB is truly impressive – even just to look at. 

This compact grinding machine represents the  

culmination of perfect geometry inside a cube-

shaped center. The modular Haas Multicube  

design is based on a clever concept that was  

designed and created virtually from start to  

finish using cutting-edge software.

The Haas Multicube design  
features generously dimen-
sioned guides and drive 
components outside of the 
workspace. Despite its size,  
the CB doesn’t compromise  
on stability and rigidity.

Transparent design principle 
and clear contours. The  
Multigrind® CB’s exterior  
design blends perfectly  
into every state-of-the-art  
manufacturing facility.

No compromises when it  
comes to safety. The triple- 
layer safety glass panel and  
the 4 millimeter-thick housing  
satisfy the toughest safety  
standards. A clear benefit –  
not only when performing high-
speed grinding procedures.

Grinding at its best.
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From the first time you operate this machine,  

it’s clear that you’re dealing with a sophisticated 

high-end product – an outstanding example of  

German engineering.

 

With this machine, great design also means great 

grinding. Behind the CB’s attractive exterior, there 

is vast performance potential just waiting to be 

unleashed. With at least five axes and enormous 

driving power (zero-maintenance direct drive) in 

the spindle and rotary axes, this grinding machine 

guarantees an impressively powerful and dynamic 

performance. The necessary stability is provided 

by the machine’s thermostable, low-vibration, 

mineral composite base.

Great ergonomics isn’t just 
about the right working con-
ditions – safety and efficiency 
also play a key role. The 
electrical and supply cabinets 
are easily accessible and 
seamlessly integrated into 
the compact enclosure.

The CB comes with the latest 
generation controller as stan-
dard. The user-friendly Sinu-
merik 840D sl offers everything 
that today’s grinding techni-
cians need: flexibility, precision 
and compatibility. Not to men-
tion the highest standards of 
safety, thanks to the Sinumerik 
Safety Integrated package.

The Multigrind® CB comes 
with a convenient swivel  
control unit and a height-ad-
justable keyboard, meaning 
that the operator can always 
safely monitor the workspace 
and control screen. 

Open concept
The Multigrind® CB can be automati-

cally opened to allow very large work-
pieces to be easily moved in and out of 

the machine using a crane.
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Intelligent design3: 
the Multicube grinding cube.

Controlled movement

Kinematics is the study of the motion of points and bod-

ies through space. That is, controlled movement. Inside 

the Multigrind® CB, we’ve made sure that the only things 

that do move are supposed to move, and that force is 

only generated where it’s needed. How? By making the 

Haas Multicube system standard in every CB.

The grinding unit – the heart of the machine – is posi-

tioned right in the middle of the “multifunctional grind-

ing cube”. It is made from a mineral composite and pro-

duced precisely according to our specifications. The axes 

are symmetrically arranged and the Y-axes are partially 

molded into the vibration-dampening mineral composite 

base, which effectively reduces any unwanted forces, 

vibrations and expansions. The Multicube construction 

principle makes the grinding machine incredibly stable 

and rigid. In practice, that means greater process reli-

ability and more precise grinding.

Sophisticated concept: the machine table

The Multigrind® CB comes with an impressive clamping 

surface of up to 1,400 x 500 mm and a generously-sized 

machine table. But all tables are different and our designers 

came up with something very special indeed – an integrated 

X3-axis with a programmable tailstock that is ideally suited 

to grinding tools between centers. The optimal tailstock force 

can be specified via the control unit. And for grinding long or 

particularly thin tools, the work support can be adjusted and 

programmed. It can also be used as a precise guide when 

machining workpieces with a tapered diameter.

Vertical Z-axis in the center 
of the Y-bridge with collision 
protection.

Large, easily accessible 
workspace.
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Dynamic axes

Dynamics is the study of forces and objects in 

motion. In order to ensure the greatest range of 

movement, the Multigrind® CB’s axes are aligned 

symmetrically in the center of the machine. 

The Z-axis lies in the middle of the Y-axis bridge. 

Both the guides and the drive systems that power 

the axes are positioned in an easily accessible 

location outside the workspace. Overall, the Haas 

method of axial alignment and the powerful drives 

with a Sinamics control unit offer the best technical 

conditions for high dynamics and the ultimate in 

positioning precision when performing day-to-day 

grinding activities. And there are plenty of varia-

tions possible along the X-axis.

The Haas Multicube design 
made from mineral composite 
with excellent damping char-
acteristics.

High-precision guides along 
the Y-axis are molded into the 
mineral composite base.

Easily accessible pickup tool 
changer: integrated in a 
space-saving way, with two 
individually-powered seg-
mented wheels (optional).

Dressing in the machine 
(dresser unit optional).
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Grinding Relief grinding Grinding pin

Polished solutions for  
highly specialized tasks.

Knee implants, artificial hip joints, turbine 

blades, vanes, roller cutters, gear cutting 

parts, gear shafts or rotary precision tools: 

the Multigrind® CB can grind practically 

every kind of workpiece. Even hob cutters, 

which can weigh up to 600 kg. And together 

with our Multigrind® Horizon grinding soft-

ware, this machine delivers outstanding 

flexibility.

We offer a wide range of clamping and hold-

ing equipment to assist with a variety of 

grinding tasks. With regard to cutting tools, 

the Multigrind® CB facilitates grinding with 

virtually every type of grinding wheel and all 

kinds of grain sizes and materials for rough-

ing, finishing and ultra-precise machining. 

Dressing is done in the machine, which saves 

time and ensures even greater precision.

Haas engineers are renowned for their inge-

nious contributions to the grinding world, 

big and small. And the relief grinding unit is 

no exception. 

It can be used to economically manufacture 

various kinds of workpieces, such as small 

hob cutters. First the workpieces undergo 

rough machining with large grinding wheels, 

then areas that are difficult to reach are 

finished off using the small grinding wheels 

of our relief grinding unit.

Our Multigrind® Horizon grinding software 

treats the relief grinding unit like an inde-

pendent grinding spindle, which means that 

collision simulation and prevention is also 

performed. The result is impeccable stability 

and process reliability.

Vanes, seal segments and duct segments are 

sealing elements for guiding the airflow in 

airplane turbines. They are usually manu-

factured using materials that are difficult to 

machine and the complex geometry of such 

elements mean that they can be quite a 

challenge to produce. But even these kind of 

sophisticated work pieces with concave and 

convex curved surfaces can be economically 

machined in one step and in a single clamp-

ing operation using the Multigrind® CB. This 

is made possible by an intelligent clamping 

solution we developed ourselves, as well as 

special grinding pins that are clamped onto 

the CB’s grinding spindle. 

Together with a suitable coolant supply, 

special dresser unit and tool breakage moni-

toring system, you can count on excellent 

machining reliability and safety.

When you grind with a Multigrind® CB, you 

can count on power and precision. No matter 

what size your workpiece or component is.

Classic Haas: a cleverly designed relief 

grinding unit for specialized grinding tasks.

High-speed grinding of parts that are dif-

ficult to reach or feature complex geometry: 

not a problem with the right grinding pins. 
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MillingBelt grinding

Designed to grind better
The Multigrind® CB is our first grinding  

machine to win a prestigious Red Dot 
Award. As engineers, it’s great to get  

recognition for combining great design 
with outstanding grinding 

technology.

With certain workpieces and components, 

the importance of homogeneous surfaces 

cannot be underestimated. Manufacturers of 

medical implants and aerospace equipment 

have incredibly high standards in this regard.

To handle these kinds of jobs we designed 

and developed an integrated belt grinding 

unit known as the “Ilmentritschel”, which is 

positioned in the tool changer and controlled 

using the grinding software. 

Concave and convex areas can be machined 

in even highly inaccessible parts of the 

component thanks to the intelligent 5-axis 

control.

The Multigrind® CB is not only capable of 

precisely grinding solid carbide cutters –  

if necessary it can also use them for milling.

The milling function is used whenever hard-

to-reach areas require machining, such as 

concave corner radii or contour transitions. 

For full-sequence machining, the milling 

cycles can be easily programmed and  

controlled via our grinding 

software.

The great little belt grinding unit in the  

Multigrind® CB produces impressively 

homogeneous surfaces.

Grinding and milling using one machine in 

a single clamping: full-sequence machining 

with the Multigrind® CB.
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If you want to grind dimensionally accurate, 

premium quality components, you have 

to use grinding wheels that are optimally 

dressed. In the Multigrind® CB, the grinding 

wheel is conditioned during dressing, return-

ing it to its correct geometrical shape. 

Alongside the normal dressing process on 

the integrated dresser unit (motor spindle 

with an output of 4 kW), you can also dress 

the wheels during the grinding process.

One of the drawbacks of switching grinding 

wheels with different contours and diam-

eters is the fact that the coolant nozzles are 

usually no longer positioned correctly after 

the switch. Eager to alleviate this problem, 

our designers put their heads together and 

devised a technically elegant Haas solution 

 – the fully-automatic, height-adjustable 

cooling unit. It features coolant nozzles that 

automatically adapt to suit the respective 

wheel diameter. 

For the CB, there are height-adjustable  

coolant nozzles that adapt to the decreasing  

diameter of dressable grinding wheels, as 

well as up to four interchangeable, fixed 

coolant nozzles. And when milling, you can 

also deploy various grinding wheel guards 

without adjusting the nozzles.

Processing geometrically complex work-

pieces from exacting materials is challenging. 

Like grinding knee implants, for example.

Our answer to these kinds of challenges is 

continuous dressing. Compared to normal 

dressing, the grinding wheels are continu-

ously dressed throughout the grinding pro-

cess, i.e. concurrent to the primary process-

ing time, regardless of where the grinding 

wheels are positioned. 

This guarantees optimal grinding results 

(dimensional accuracy and surface quality) 

throughout the entire process.

Dressing Continuous dressing Coolant nozzles

Precisely positioned grinding wheels through- 

out the entire grinding process are crucial to 

achieving precise machining results.

Perfectly dressed grinding wheels through-

out the entire grinding process: Haas 

continuous dressing.

The automatic height-adjustable cooling 

unit. Yet another Haas solution for an  

important technical field.

What’s so special about the CB?
All the special features!
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The automated machining of diverse work-

pieces calls for the use of grinding wheels of 

various shapes and designs. The integrated, 

patented Haas tool changer with a single 

segmented wheel can be individually loaded 

with varying numbers of grinding wheels 

(7 wheels with a diameter of 300 mm or 

16 wheels with a diameter of 100 mm). 

Our double-wheel pickup tool changer can 

even accommodate up to 27 wheels with 

a maximum diameter of 100 mm (or 14 

wheels with a diameter of 300 mm). When 

carrying out a tool change, the spindle 

retracts into the magazine. From a technical 

standpoint, this is a highly elegant proce-

dure, but the main advantage lies in the fact 

that it’s fast and safe. If you are using fewer 

grinding wheels, you can use one of the two 

individually-powered segment wheels for 

storing workpieces.

Tool changer

Nice and tidy 
Our engineers are even unwilling to 

accept compromises “behind the 
scenes”. After all, we’re talking about 

a state-of-the-art grinding power-
house. In the supply cabinet, all the 

displays are arranged ergonomically 
and all filler nozzles are optimally 

positioned for easy access, allowing 
the machine operator to easily keep 

an eye on everything.

Great for automated series production:  

the patented Haas double-wheel pickup  

tool changer.

The Multigrind® CB comes standard with an 

integrated measuring unit mounted on the 

spindle. An optional wireless probe is also 

available, which can be placed in the tool 

changer and mounted onto the spindle’s 

HSK interface. 

The integrated probe measures the profiles 

and calibrates, aligns and examines the 

characteristics of workpieces. During com-

pensation probing procedures, the area 

that has been ground is measured and then 

reworked if the desired result has not been 

reached. 

Probing within the machine enables the 

user to produce even the most complex 

workpieces exactly according to the desired 

specifications, without the need for time-

consuming interim checks using external 

probing equipment.

Consistent dimensional accuracy all the 

time, every time.

Probing 
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Reserve your favorite table.

The table maketh the machine

Our range of tables is just as varied as the grinding applications 

you can perform with the Multigrind® CB. Once again, the CB 

shows off its modular engineering credentials with these tables 

made from ultra-robust spherulitic graphite iron.

Thanks to its variable concept, the Multigrind® CB can be used for 

such diverse tasks as grinding the most minute precision tools or 

huge roller cutters. A stable guide, generously dimensioned ball 

screws and direct path measuring systems with an excellent reso-

lution guarantee the ultimate in positioning accuracy and grinding 

precision.

The X5 double table with supports  
for securely clamping longer, thinner  
work pieces that tend to bend.
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The T-slotted plate features nine 12H7 

T-slots positioned at intervals of 50 mm. 

With a length of 1,200 mm or 1,400 mm 

and a width of 500 mm, even large compo-

nents or rotary axes can be clamped easily 

and with outstanding stability.

The X1 double table is specially designed 

for clamping larger and heavier work-

pieces. Two tables can be moved across 

a shared base and rail system with a ball 

screw drive. A second drive is used to 

adjust the distance between the tables.

This double table features two slide units 

on a shared basic axis that can be moved 

independently of one another. Two A-axes 

can be clamped onto this double table, 

for example, which can be used to move 

workpieces from one clamping station to 

the other.

The X5-axis has two separately movable 

axes, one for the A-axis (head stock) with 

a tailstock and one as a support for longer 

workpieces that are clamped between cen-

ters. This significantly improves accuracy, 

particularly when grinding surfaces and 

profiles.

Haas magnet clamping plates are perfect 

for the quick and cost-efficient multiple 

clamping of one or more tools. They can 

accommodate long workpieces or several 

profile or flat tools.

A tailstock or support can be used on the  

X3 T-slotted plate. The X3-axes can be driv-

en  either pneumatically or via the NC drive. 

If the X3 is pneumatically driven, supports 

for the clamping fixtures can be added or 

removed in a flash when retooling.

X3 T-slotted plateT-slotted plate

Single tables

Double tables
X1 double table X5 double table X5 double table with support

Magnetic clamping plate
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Automated series production

“I want to produce several thousand knee implants annually at 

the most competitive unit price”: these are the kind of requests 

we hear all the time at Haas. Our customers usually expect much 

more than an excellent grinding machine. Many of them are also 

looking for a complete, reliable, safe and cost-efficient grinding 

process.

Taking the workpiece drawing as their starting point, our special-

ists develop the appropriate grinding programs using our Multi-

grind® Horizon grinding software and match these with just the 

right automation concept. Our experienced grinding and automa-

tion experts provide ongoing support – from the initial idea,  

right through to the moment the  

grinding machine 

and linear automa-

tion unit go to work.

Quality comes standard:  
Multigrind® CB with automation unit.
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This automation solution allows you to store 

all kinds of workpieces, for example up to 80 

knee implants, in a extended enclosure on 

the left-hand side of the Multigrind® CB.

A cycle-driven conveyer chain or a CNC 

conveyer wheel move the workpieces quickly 

and safely into position, where they are then 

taken up by the X2 handling axis.

The Multigrind® CB’s automation enclo-

sure  provides plenty of space for different 

 handling systems that can be used together 

with the automation unit.

The recommended automation unit for the 

CB is the linear automation unit or X2-axis. 

It can be used, for example, to quickly trans-

port knee implants individually or in double 

packs from the workpiece container to the 

clamping station. Separate vertical adjust-

ment units allow you to manually change all 

the positions quickly and easily.

Flexible design with a large intake capacity 

for cost-effective series production.

Automatically load and unload the Multi-

grind® CB individually or in double packs.

Conveyer chain/wheelLinear handling
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The head stock: flexible  
A-axes with a direct drive.

Powerful, safe and always ready to roll

Haas A-axes are mounted on the T-slotted plate and feature a 

water-cooled direct drive. They’re responsible for clamping work-

pieces that are ready for grinding. An extremely precise rotary en-

coder ensures the workpiece is exactly positioned for exceptional 

repeatability and accuracy. 

Alongside the standard clamping systems, we also offer customer-

specific clamping systems that can be used for different align-

ments and drill patterns. There’s also an optional clamping cylinder 

that makes it possible to automatically clamp and release  

the workpieces.

Different designs for handling virtually  
any task: the directly driven A-axes are  
available in two different sizes.
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SK 50 108 HSK 80 108

Interface ISO SK 50 ISO HSK 80 

Alignment 70 H5  / 108 h5 108 h5

Frontal drill : Pitch circle Ø 85 M8 (x4) Ø 85 M8 (x4)

Ø 79 M5 (x6) Ø 79 M5 (x6)

Rotation speed 1.000 rpm 1.000 rpm

Optional rotation 2.500 rpm 2.500 rpm

HSK 80 140 HSK 100 140

Interface ISO HSK 80 ISO HSK 100 

Alignment 120 h5 135 h5

Frontal drill : Pitch circle Ø 85 M8 (x4) Ø 99 M6 (x6)

Ø 79 M5 (x6) Ø 99 8,3 (x2)

Ø 148 M6 (x6)

Rotation speed 600 rpm 600 rpm

Peak Torque:
 

Continuous Torque
with water cooling:

 

Peak Torque:
 

Continuous Torque
with water cooling:
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Comparison of spindle drives.

Haas is renowned 

for its DIY spirit. 

We aim for the 

highest level of 

vertical integration, 

for the best possible 

quality. That’s why we insist on constructing all the main components 

of our machines ourselves – such as the compact, powerful, directly-

driven grinding spindles in the Multigrind® CB. All the rotating parts 

are finely balanced and some of them have hybrid bearings, for 

precision down to the exact micrometer. For the CB we offer grinding 

spindles of between 11 – 30 kW in conjunction with an automatic tool 

changer. The grinding spindles all feature an automatic clamping HSK 

interface. For jobs involving a double grinding wheel pack or grinding 

wheels with a diameter of up to 300 mm, for example, we offer a  

30 kW spindle HSK 80 with 12,000 rpm.

Grinding spindles

Our grinding spindles deliver plenty of power for just about every grinding 

procedure. And we develop and manufacture them right here in Trossingen.
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HSK 50 E

Spindle speed 18,000 rpm

Power rating PN 11 kW

Torque rating MN 13 Nm

HSK 80 E

Spindle speed 12,000 rpm

Power rating PN 30 kW

Torque rating MN 42 Nm

HSK 50 E, Konus Ø 31.75 mm

Spindle speed 8,000 rpm

Power rating PN 11.5 kW

Torque rating MN 20 Nm

 P-limit S6-25 % (33A)
 M-limit S6-40 % (26A)
  S6-60 % (22A)
  S1 (20A)

 P-limit S6-25 % (120A)
 M-limit S6-40 % (97A)
  S6-60 % (81A)
  S1 (65A)

 P-limit S6-25 % (55A)
 M-limit S6-40 % (44A)
  S6-60 % (37A)
  S1 (30A)
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Technical data:

1 - Electrical cabinet

2 - Pneumatic cabinet

3 - Chiller unit 

4 - Hydraulic power unit (optional) 

5 - Oil mist evacuation (optional) built into the machine enclosure

6 - Automation enclosure  (optional)

Multigrind® CB dimensions diagram
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Grinding spindles 

With two spindle ends 

 Holder Konus Ø 31.75 mm 

 Power 100 % / 40 % ED 11.5 / 14.5 kW

 Standard rotation speed 8,000 rpm

With one spindle end 

 Holder HSK 50 E

 Power 100 % / 40 % ED 11.5 / 14.5 kW

 Standard rotation speed 8,000 rpm

With one spindle end 

 Holder HSK 50 E

 Power 100 % / 40 % ED 11 / 12 kW

 Standard rotation speed 18,000 rpm

With one spindle end 

 Holder HSK 80 E

 Power 100 % / 40 % ED 30 / 30 kW

 Standard rotation speed 12,000 rpm

High frequency spindle Available upon request

Single table axis work range 

 X-axis 700 mm

 Optional 1,200 mm

 Y-axis 410 mm

 Z-axis 500 mm

 C-axis rotation range 320°

Option: X3 auxiliary axis  horizontal range 600 mm

Machine table 

 Clamping surface 1,200 x 500 mm 

 Optional 1,400 x 500 mm

 T-slots:  Quantity   9

  Distance 50 mm 

  Width  12H7 mm

Double table axis work range 

X1-axis (shared travel range)  

 Horizontal range 930 mm - X1

 Horizontal range between the tables X1 0 - 355 mm

X5-axis (separate travel ranges, overlapping)  

 Horizontal range table left 700 mm

 Horizontal range table right 1,200 mm

Measuring system 

 Linear axis resolution 0.0001 mm

 Linear axis rapid feed 30,000 mm/min

 Rotary axis resolution 0.001°

 C-axis rotation speed 400 rpm

Rotary axis (A-axis) 

Design 108 

 Standard center height 175 mm

 Interface SK 50 or HSK 80*

 Rotation speed 1,000 rpm

 Optional 2,500 rpm

Design 140 

 Standard center height 175 mm

 Interface HSK 80* or HSK 100

 Rotation speed 600 rpm

Tool changer (optional) 

 Tools: Quantity / Ø 7 / 300 mm to 16 / 100 mm

 Tools: Quantity / Ø 12 / 300 mm to 27 / 100 mm

Workpiece dimensions depending on the table version 

 Ø 340 - 500 mm

 Length 700 - 1000 mm

Electrical supply 

 Voltage rating 400 V/50 Hz fused with 80 A

Control 

 Siemens continuous path control system 

  Sinumerik 840D sl

Pneumatics 

 Operating pressure 6 - 10 bar

Weight 

 Total weight depending on equipment from 8,500 kg

Space required 

 Length x width 3,000 x 2,650 mm

 Height during operation 3,550 mm

  * HSK 80 can optionally be exchanged with the HSK 63 or HSK 50. 
Errors, omissions, and technical changes excepted. Updated February 2013.
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Axis version
Single table, 

magnet clamping plate

Components Grinding spindle

Max. workpiece dimensions
X 1,200 mm 

Y 330 mm 
Z 350 mm

Example application
Clamping of large 
cubic workpieces

   

Axis version
Single table, 

T-slotted plate

Components
Grinding spindle 

A-axis (head stock)
Tailstock

Max. workpiece dimensions
Ø 340 mm

X 900 mm (length)

Example application
Clamping of large 
cubic workpieces

Multigrind® CB travel range
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Axis version
Double table, 

X1-axis

Components
Grinding spindle 

A-axis (head stock)
Tailstock

Max. workpiece dimensions
Ø 500 mm

X 600 mm (length)

Example application
Clamping of large 

workpieces between centers

Axis version
Double table, X5-axis 

as support

Components

Grinding spindle  
A-axis (head stock)

Support
Tailstock

Max. workpiece dimensions X 700 mm (length)

Example application
Clamping of thin, 

long workpieces between 
centers with support
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Тел.: +49 911 40 99 40 0 · Факс: +49 911 40 99 40 1 · info@ost-invest-consult.de 
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Headquarters in Germany
 Haas Schleifmaschinen GmbH · Adelbert-Haas-Straße 1 · 78647 Trossingen · Germany

Tel: +49 7425 3371-0 · Fax: +49 7425 3371-50 · info@multigrind.com 


